DIAN Professional Series 2018
Full Programme at a Glance

Theme: Building Responsible and Inclusive Business Leadership

**China**
- Haibin Zhou
  Disability Equality Training (27 Jun, AM - Shanghai)
- Christine Liu
  Men as Ally in Women Diversity in China (18 Sep, Shanghai)

**Hong Kong**
- Jane Hyun
  Flex: Strategies for Leading Inclusively in a Global Workplace (14 May, AM)
- Stephanie Luo
  Lead by Creating a Mentally Healthy Workplace (13 Jun, PM)
- Andrew Ma
  Enabling Millennial Leaders To Lead A Multi-Generational Team (18 Sep, AM)

**India**
- Sunhera Cariappa
  Gender Sensitisation through Design / Sexual Harassment Training through Design (10 Apr, PM – Bangalore)
- Mohan Madgulkar
  Making the Unconscious, Conscious – Managing our Biases (15 May, PM - Pune)
- Mary-Frances Winters
  Leading Inclusively Actualised: A Global Approach (10 Sep, AM - Mumbai)
- Jaykumar Hariharan
  Coffee Beans Sessions – Change Management (30 Oct, AM - Bangalore)

**Japan**
- Suzanne Price
  Mitigating Unconscious Bias (Session1: Japanese) (24 July, PM - Tokyo)
- Kelko Sakurai
  Maximising Cognitive Diversity (27 Nov, PM - Tokyo)

**Singapore**
- Phebe Cho
  Do Work Differently – The Future of Work (17 May, AM)
- Margie Warrei
  Brave Women Leading Change: Daring To Impact Change From The Inside Out (27 Sep, PM)

**More details>>**

Community Business member companies have free tickets to workshops. If you’re not sure if your company is our member, contact us.